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Chapter 233 I Will Help You Investigate This Matter

Hearing these words, Ryan nodded slowly and his expression was somewhat obscure. "If the mother and son had such tricks and

schemes, they would have done it a long time ago. They wouldn't have been suppressed by me here today.”

When Ryan said these, his expression was filled with endless coldness. He knew what kind of people these two people were.

Their schemes were just some small tricks.

If the mother and son pair really wanted to hurt Elena to get revenge from him, would they wait till this day? They would have

done this long time ago. So it was sufficient to prove that this matter wasn’t as simple as it seemed.

When Jackson heard Ryan mention this, he looked at the later with disbelief. “You mean there is someone else behind this matter?

Someone else have grudges against you, therefore he came to sister-in-law?”

Although Jackson asked this, his tone was affirmative. There must be someone else behind this. Otherwise, with Roman’s ability,

he couldn’t do such a big thing without them noticing it.

Ryan lowered his eyes and kept silent. He looked calm on the surface, however, there was a storm surging in his heart.

He was sure that it must be someone else behind this kidnapping, who was the mastermind in this case. As for who it was he

didn’t have any idea about it.

There was also one other thing he wasn’t sure about. As per his investigation, this matter was related to the Monor Family. But his

conscience was saying that there was someone else behind this. So now the question was what was the relation between the

Monor Family and this mysterious man?

Jackson, who was sitting in front, had no idea what the man was thinking so he continued to probe into this matter. “If what you

say is true, then this matter is indeed very complicated. Then what should we do now?”

Jackson racked his brain off to think about the person behind this, but there was no particular answer. They hadn’t offended

anyone during this period of time. So it was evitable that this mysterious person had been targeting Ryan for a long time and

monitoring all his actions.

The entire Hai City knew who Elena was. Even though, it was Ryan Monor’s wife, Elena was kidnapped in board day light, in

front of Ryan’s own villa and in the presence of many bodyguards. It was enough to prove that the other party was very powerful

and someone who couldn’t be offended.

But the question was who was he?

Ryan who had been silent all this time finally opened his mouth. “I don’t know. Now the only thing I care about is Elena. I only

want my Elena back. And about the other things I would just let the people investigate thoroughly.”

Ryan couldn’t think of anything other than Elena at this moment. Even though he wanted to find the mastermind, Elena was still

his first priority.

"Do you believe me?" Jackson looked at Ryan and suddenly asked.

Jackson had been friends with Ryan for so many years. Although he wasn’t as meticulous Ryan, he still wanted to help Ryan settle

this matter. Ryan and Elena had a deep relationship, so he couldn't let Roman or some other person ruin it just like that.

"What do you want to do?" Ryan looked at him. After so many years being friends together, Ryan could know what Jackson was

thinking at a glance.

The Hall family was now like the sun in the sky. If something happened during the expedition, how was he going to explain it to

Jackson's mother?

"I will help you investigate this matter." Jackson said firmly. He had already established his own network. If he investigated

carefully, he would definitely find some clues.

On the surface, it seemed like Roman and Amanda were indeed taking revenge on Ryan, but the intelligence of the two of them

was not enough to set up such a comprehensive plan. So there must be a third party involved in this matter who was the monkey

benefited in the fight of two cats.

"No way." Ryan immediately refused, "I can investigate these matters myself. If you encounter any danger during this period of

time, how am I going to explain it to your mother?"

"You and I are friends who have gone through life and death together. Don't you trust me with this little bit of trust? All these

years, you have been working for Isaac and me. It's time for us two brothers to help you."

The three of them had known each other since they were young. Even if something had happened to Ryan, the two of them had

never left.

In their eyes, they were real brothers.

"No, I don’t mean that…"

"No, you can't. Since you said you're my brother, I can't joke around with your life."

Ryan refused firmly. He would never allow Jackson and Isaac to risk their lives for him.

Jackson shook his head helplessly. He knew he couldn’t pursue Ryan. He understood that Ryan was worried about him, but he

would never swallow his anger!

With Elena's current condition, Ryan naturally wouldn't be distracted by this matter. He had to stay by Elena's side to take care of

her. Furthermore, little children were also there.

Jackson felt that these two little fellows were very pitiful. They were born in such a dangerous situation. After that they were sent

for operation. And now they couldn’t even get the care of their mother.

Jackson and Isaac had always treated Ryan as their real brother, so Ryan’s children naturally had a very special value in their

heard. So at this situation, Jackson couldn’t let those two children miss their father’s care.

After thinking through, Jackson looked at Ryan seriously and said, "I will handle these matters. I will definitely not let myself get

hurt. I will also definitely investigate this matter for you. I will definitely not let sister-in-law suffer such a huge grievance for

nothing. "

Jackson had never thought that his good brother would suffer so much grievance. How could Ryan be bullied by Roman or some

other people like this?

He admitted that Roman wasn't that capable. But that didn’t solve anything. No matter who was involved in this matter, they had

to pay the prize for their sins.

After saying that, Jackson didn’t wait for Ryan’s response, stood up and quickly left the villa. He was afraid that Ryan would try

to stop him again.

He did not look at Elena. He knew that if he looked at Elena, he might not be able to hold back his tears.

This was the first time in Jackson's life that he had seen such a virtuous woman. She was wholeheartedly good to Ryan. Even

when the whole world mocked her for being a wife of a cripple, she didn’t even thing of leaving Ryan. It was self-evident that she

loved Ryan very much. If it was anyone else, they would not be like Elena.

Ryan shook his head helplessly. He knew that Jackson was doing this for his own good, but Ryan couldn't let him act on impulse.

He took out his phone and called Isaac.

Although Isaac also was not present at this moment, he more or less knew about this matter. Between Jackson and Isaac, Isaac

was more steady when doing things. So he could be at ease, if Isaac was with Jackson.

Ryan told Isaac that he absolutely couldn't let Jackson do anything stupid when dealing with this matter.

There was only one child in Hall family, and Jackson's parents were very good to him. Except for Clearance, everyone treated this

child as their precious treasure. Therefore, if anything were to happen, Hall family would face a storm.
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